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ABSTRACT
Outsourcing data in the cloud environment has recently gained
special attention. However, data privacy remains one of the top
concerns for users in cloud outsourcing scenarios. In this pa-
per, we propose a privacy preserving query protocol based on
proxy re-encryption schemes. The proposed protocol protects
data privacy of all users in a multi-user cloud setting. Data pri-
vacy is preserved against honest but curious adversary model.
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Nowadays, cloud computing is bombing due to a large number
of benefits such as availability, scalability, and elasticity [6]. As
a result, individuals, businesses, and organizations outsource data
in to the cloud. One of the most notable out-sourcing services is
database outsourcing where organizations outsource the data stor-
age and management to Cloud Service Provider (CSP) [17]. The
most challenge in data outsourcing is storing sensitive data such
as business secrets, credit card numbers or other sensitive personal
information on the CSP’s. Data confidentiality and privacy is the
most concern because organization or individuals do not want to
reveal their private data for various legal and competitive reasons
[13].
Encryption provides privacy and confidentiality, and avoid any
data revealing by semi-trusted CSP or other users and outsiders
[16]. Considering the real world scenarios where each data owner
(personal or business data owner), encrypts his data with his key,
as a result, outsourced data are encrypted with different keys,
which makes impossible to compute over encrypted data [4].

Multi User Cloud Outsourcing: In many real world cloud
outsourcing there are multi-users, who wish to encrypt data and
store them at the CSP [15]. In a single-user cryptographic systems,
access control is straightforward, while in group sharing in
cryptographic systems, users must rendezvous with data owner to
obtain necessary privileges [2]. Traditional access control in such
scenarios needs interception of the user for each reply from the
server to filter out encrypted data that the final user cannot access

[6] because it could not be delegated to the CSP who is not fully
trusted. Additionally, the CSP could bypass access control to gain
access to the stored data [1], which compromises data privacy. A
Naive solution is to share a secret key among all users, which is not
desirable because the most real world scenarios are non-interactive
[4]. The approaches like Lopez et al. [12] are impractical while
they need to execute a light multi party computation to decrypt the
results. Additionally, user revocation is another problem, which
is not scalable and need to re-execute a round of key distribution.
On the other hand, each data owner encrypts his data with his key
which are generated independently rather than generated from a
common secret key [14].

Our Contribution: In this paper, we propose a novel privacy
preserving protocol that anables a group of users to outsource en-
crypted data as well as computation tasks completely to a cloud ser-
vice provider (CSP). Encrypted data are re-encrypted by a trusted
proxy server and stored at the CSP’s. Computation are computed
by the CSP over re-encrypted ciphertexts without revealing the un-
derlying plaintexts. The result of computations are sent to the proxy
server and are re-encrypted in a such a way that can be decrypted
by the user who has access to the private key.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1
presents system model, security model, and our goals. Some pre-
liminaries are introduced in Section 2. The proposed protocol is de-
scribed in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper along
with the scope of future researches.

1. MODELS AND ASSUMPTIONS
1.1 System Model
Considering a scenario where n data owners want to outsource their
sensitive data as well as the query processing on their combined
data to a cloud environment. We assume that the system is com-
posed of the following parties:
(i) Users: All users are honest-but-curious They wish to compute
over encrypted shared data and get the final results without disclos-
ing the privacy of other user’s data, (ii) A Cloud Service Provider
(CSP): is a honest-but-curious cloud provider, although honest but
it try to legally infer more about private data of any user, and (iii)
A trusted Proxy: interact between users and the CSP in order to
pre/post processing. Having outsourced data, The main goal of pro-
tocol is to enable any authorized user to perform outsource data
and query over the combined encrypted data in a privacy preserv-
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ing manner [?]. All data user can query encrypted data and get the
results from his/her data that already been stored in the cloud along
with all shared data from other users. They register with the proxy
by providing some kind of information [11].

1.2 Security Model
In our setting we consider honest-but-curious CSP, which means
the CSP follows the designed protocol correctly but may attempt
to infer more about data [10]. The CSP does not collude with users
or the proxy server. All communications between the CSP and the
proxy server are considered to be secured via secure protocols such
qs SSL [9]. All users and the proxy server are trusted [5]. The users
do not collude between them or with the proxy server [8].

1.3 Goals
The main goal is achieving data privacy on shared data. Specifi-
cally, we want to enable the users to compute over encrypted shared
data stored at the CSP [7]. The proposed protocol prevents the CSP
from being able to learn plaintexts from stored data. Computations
are processed over encrypted data without decryption.

2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we introduce the cryptographic primitives which are
used in our protocol.

2.0.1 Proxy Re-encryption. The notation of proxy re-encryption
introduced by Blaze Bleumer, and Strauss (BBS) in [3]. The
objective here is to transform a ciphertext of Alice to ciphertext
of Bob without revealing decryption keys or clear text. The BBS
approach introduces a re-encryption key RKA→B , which allows a
trusted proxy server to re-encrypt a ciphertext from the secret key
skA to the secret key skB without learning the plaintext. The BBS
scheme is based on ElGamal and uses a group G of prime order
q, with generator g. The BBS scheme consists of four algorithms
ΠBBS = {KG,Enc,ReEnc,Dec}which are defined as follows:

—KG: Key Generation

Choose a random value a from Z∗q , skA = a and pkA = ga

Choose a random value b from Z∗q , skB = b and pkB = gb

Set RkA→B = b/a mod q

—Enc: Encryption

Choose a random value r from Z∗q

For a plaintext value m

—Compute αm = gr.m

—Compute βm = gar

—set CA = Enc(m) = (αm, βm)

—ReEnc: Re-encryption

For CA set ReEnc(CA) = (gr.m, (gar)RkA→B )

= (gr.m, (gar)b/a)

= (gr.m, gbr)

= CB

—Dec: Decryption

For ciphertext CA = (αm, βm) compute
αm

(βm)1/a
=

gr.m

(gar)1/a

As a result, Bob can decrypt ciphertexts on behalf of Alice [11].
The proxy function could be: unidirectional or bidirectional. In
bidirectional proxy function both Alice and Bob can decrypt the
ciphertext of each other using the same bidirectional proxy func-
tion while in unidirectional they need to use completely different
functions. The primitive of uni/bidirectional encryption can be con-
sidered as a specific case of threshold cryptography, which a thresh-
old is defined to decrypt a ciphertext. Each user encrypts his data
and sends them to the CSP, after each time he can send queries over
all data consist of other data owners ’s data and his data, without
disclosing data privacy.

3. PRIVACY PRESERVING QUERYING
PROTOCOL (PPQP)

3.1 Mail Idea
The problem of privacy preserving aggregation over encrypted
data in an outsourced environment was addressed in [12],
however, such solutions was proposed under a single -user
setting. In this paper, we propose an efficient and novel
PrivacyPreservinfProtocol(PPP ) that enables a group of
data owner to outsource their sensitive data to a Cloud Service
Provider (CSP). In the proposed protocol, the sensitive data of users
should never be revealed to other users or the CSP. Moreover, the
proposed protocol incurs lightweight computation overhead at the
user’s. Since the purpose of data outsourcing is to shift the com-
putation to cloud as much as possible, hence all computations are
computed at the CSP’s.

3.2 Different Phases
The proposed protocol consists of the following phases.

3.2.1 Initialization Phase. The proxy enhances key generation
algorithm and generates a set of public and private key for each
user and sends to the users. Once at initialization, the proxy server
also generates a key pairs (pkCSP , skCSP ) for encryption data at
the CSP side, while pkCSP is public key and skCSP is secret key.
The secret key skCSP remains at the proxy and never reveals to
any users or the CSP and pkCSP is send to all users.

3.2.2 Querying Phase. When a user has a query, Q, first he en-
crypts all constants in the query by his public key and generates

Qi (we show this step by Q
Ui−→ Qi). The user sends Qi to the

proxy server. The proxy server re-encryptsQi and generatesQCSP

(Qi
proxy−−−−→ QCSP ) and sends it to the CSP. Upon receivingQCSP ,

the CSP executes and the results sends the results to the proxy.
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Remember that the results are encrypted under pkCSP (we show it
as eCSP (Res), i.e., the results encrypted by the CSP key), thus
the user cannot decrypt them. The CSP is unable to re-encrypt
the results because he doesn’t access to skCSP . The results are
sent to the proxy for re-encrypting into user ciphertext eUi

(Res)

(eCSP (Res)
proxy−−−−→ eUi

(Res)) such that the user could decrypt
and see the results [11].

3.3 The Proposed Protocol
Consider a set of users 〈U1, ..., Un〉 have a set of sensitive
data 〈T1, ..., Tn〉 where Ti belongs to the user Ui. The users
wish to share data and compute some computation over data
without learning sensitive data by the other users. All data
would be encrypted with a unique key, which the secret key is
unknown for the users. The proposed protocol is called Privacy
Preserving Querying Protocol PPQP , which is defined as follow:

Privacy Preserving Querying Protocol PPQP :

Initialization Phase:

—Choose a random value b from Z∗q

—Set skCSP = b and pkCSP = gb

—For i = 1, . . . , n:

—Choose a random value ai from Z∗q

—Set ski = ai and pki = gai

—Set RkUi−→CSP = b/ai mod q

—Send ski, pki, and RkUi−→CSP to the user Ui

Sending data:

User Ui:

—Choose a random value r from Z∗q

—For plaintext value Ti compute αi = gr.Ti and βi = gair

—Set CUi
= (αi, βi)

—send CUi
to the proxy server

Proxy:

—Compute βCSP = (βi)
RkUi−→CSP = (gair)b/ai = gbr

—Set CUCSP
= (αCSP , βCSP ) = (αi, βCSP )

—Send CUCSP
to the CSP

Querying data:

User Ui:

The user encrypts each plaintext value in the query Q like the
”sending data- user” process and generates Qi. Then the user
sends Qi to the proxy.

Proxy:

The proxy server encrypts all values in Qi like the ”sending
data- proxy” phase and generates QCSP . Then the proxy sends
QCSP to the CSP.

Decryption:

The CSP computes QCSP and sends back the encrypted results,
encCSP (Res) = (αCSP , βCSP ) to the proxy.

Proxy:

—Compute βi = (βCSP )RkCSP−→Ui = (gbr)ai/b

—Set αi = αCSP

—Send αi, βi to the user Ui

User Ui:

—Compute
αi

(βi)1/ai

3.4 Discussion
The encryption scheme used in PPQP is an extension of ElGamal
public key encryption. Hence, the security of PPQP offers the
same, i.e., PPQP is secure against Chosen Plaintext Attack (CPA).
Informally, a cryptosystem is CPA secure if an adversary cannot
distinguish between the encryption of two plaintexts m1 and m2.
The CSP or an outsider attacker who has access to encrypted
data cannot learn plaintexts without access to secret keys and
re-encryption keys used by the proxy server.

Computational overhead is analysed in terms of the number of
modular exponentiation (we denote it by ce). The PPQP incurs
(2ce) for encryption at the user’s, ce for re-encryption at the
proxy’s, and ce for decryption at the user’s. Considering a plain-
text m of size |m|, the proposed protocol introduces ciphertexts of
size 2|Z∗q|.

4. CONCLUSION
I this paper, we proposed a privacy preserving protocol, which al-
lows the users to securely outsource data and execute computation
at a CSP. The proposed protocol provides data privacy using se-
cure cryptosystem. A trusted proxy server re-encrypts ciphertexts
in such a way that computations can be carried out over encrypted
data. Ciphertexts can only be decrypted by the user who has access
to the private key.
As future work, we plan to implement the proposed protocol and
analyse the efficiency and overhead of the protocol. Moreover, we
aim at reducing computational and storage overhead at both the
user’s and the proxy server’s.
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